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Student Coordinator Column

Dear Alfa-Zeta volunteers’ Club!

I want to thank you on a great volunteering job and a significant contribution to an AUCA students’ life! It is really enjoyable to see how freshmen’ team has grown as a cohesive group and expanded AUCA’s extracurricular activities.

Frankly, you are the first official volunteering club in the club register, which is still functioning. Your huge contribution to our events is unforgettable and admirable. I hope you have gained a lot by doing all the jobs, which were allocated to you.

And even though your volunteering activity is focused with the backstage support and might be not need to be afraid to honestly express your constructive feedback. Also, please keep in mind your AUCA network account.

Even though your volunteering development and academic excellence.

Privateley I would like to thank each of you:

1) almaz abdulwah chopped uulu (ex-leader of Alfa-Zeta club)
2) Irsen Tsai (operating head of Alfa-Zeta club)
3) Phail Shurkava
4) Meder Toktousunov
5) Baraula Sultanova
6) Earnas Alkhalof
7) Diana Ruslanova

Thank you for giving us your best! Always stay inspired!!!

Adile Omuralieva
Student coordinator

Student Senate Column

The Online Systems of AUCA

Evaluation and registration, the online systems of AUCA, are the things which help making AUCA a unique university.

But, as it always is, these systems are criticized a lot. Evaluation seems to be a waste of time to students and does not stand up to a promise of confidentiality. Registration “has a lot of legs”.

Last time students were confused with the opening time and did not know when to register.

So, Senate decided to ask the vice-president of AUCA, Bermet Tursunkulova, about all the things that bother AUCA students in regards to these two systems.

Q: Does online evaluation really help?

A: If the majority of students taking a particular class (about 70%) evaluate the course with constructive critics, of course, it will help. If every weakness or strength of a professor is mentioned by students in their comments, it will be absolutely useful. The idea was not to get professors fired or to reduce their salaries; it was created to help professors to improve their teaching skills. If one is good (rated highly) in, for example, explaining difficult material, he can help another, who has problems with it.

Q: Do teachers know all the opinions students express evaluating the courses?

A: Heads of the departments receive all the statistics and they give these results to professors. Neither professors nor heads of departments have detailed evaluation results; they only have the average statistics.

Q: What actions were already taken in regards to teachers who received a lot of negative comments?

A: There were some situations, when the contract with the teacher was not prolonged. Of course, not only students affect this decision, there is also “evaluation” that is done by other professors. But after students’ evaluation the heads of departments must talk to their professors.

Q: How the confidentiality is supported?

A: I have a full access to all evaluation results and, as I see, there are no students’ names. IT department averages results and then sends them to us. They send only averages. I can show you documents with evaluation results, to confirm the fact that the names are not included in any report.

Q: Penalties for not filling the evaluating: some students think that it is not fair. Will this practice be maintained, closed or toughened?

A: The evaluation process depends on the consciousness of our students. We hope they understand the importance of these systems and processes. If in one week’s time we will not see any progress in the reports submission, we will have to stop Wi-Fi access. We could not come up with any better solution.

Q: What caused problems with registration?

A: Last time the registration system did not handle that amount of students, when registration started at 08:00. We decided to try opening registration at night, in order to lighten the load of the system. Why it was not announced? Just because even by the evening of 25th March we still did not know would it open at night or not. Next time we will know it exactly and announce, if there are any changes.

About the shortage of places in required courses – it was the mistakes of the departments. This problem is going to be solved, and, I hope, will not appear again.

I hope these questions clarify lots of key points about the online systems of AUCA. I want to thank Bermet Tursunkulova for giving this very useful information!

Sincerely, Kim Iurii

PR-Committee

Art-manager Column

Доброго времени суток, АУЦА!

Спешу поздравить наш любимый университет, а особенно студентов, с успешным проведением очередного ежегодного конкурса красоты «Мисс АУЦА-2012»!!!

Хотя, честно говоря, мне всегда не нравилась данная формулировка: «контр красть». Опприятно на свой опыт и итого данного мероприятия, я не больше убеждаюсь, что это конкурс талантов, силы волн, амбиций, — одним словом, харизмы, но отнюдь не внешних данных. И замечательно! Я считаю, что это правильный результат: правильно выстроенной работы.

Наша цель — показать, не только внешнюю, но и внутреннюю красоту. Любая девушка, не считающая себя красивой, может показать себе обратное и раскрыть себя по-новому на сцене. Вообще, наш университет — это большая удача для всех, кто в нем учится, ведь именно здесь так много возможностей проявить себя в разных сферах, доказать всем и себе, в том числе, что ты способен на многое, что все в твоих руках! Конкурс «Мисс АУЦА» — один из многихичныхчисленных примеров. Не важно, кто победил, а кто окажется побежденным; главное — получите удовольствие от процесса.

От себя обещаю не останавливаться на достигнутом, прислушиваться к адекватным советам со стороны нашей общественности, совершенствовать организацию компанию и дать возможность каждой девушке осуществить свою мечту и стать «Мисс АУЦА». Ведь все мы так любим наш альма-матер и так гордимся этим званием!

Ксения Минькова, Арт-менеджер АУЦА

The Spirit of Volunteering

Dear students,

Let me reassure you that the evaluation results are completely anonymous. Therefore, you do not need to be afraid to honestly express your constructive feedback. Also, please keep in mind that we welcome positive comments about AUCA courses, faculty and advisors. Do not forget that praise encourages further development and academic excellence.

Please know that your previous feedback regarding the questions included in course evaluations was considered by the administration; we are currently working on modifying the questions. However, since this process is time consuming, it is not possible to implement the updated evaluations during the current academic year. If you have any comments and/or suggestions about what should be changed or added within the existing course evaluations, please address them to the student senate. AUCA administration is working closely with the senate on this issue.

Online academic course and advisor evaluations will be available for four weeks, starting April 2, 2012, and lasting until April 30, 2012.

Please note that you will be given an opportunity to submit evaluations on a voluntarily basis for the first two weeks (April 2 through April 15). If evaluation submissions are low during this period, and we do not receive feedback from the students, starting April 16, those students who have not completed the evaluations will be denied Wi-Fi access on campus. Wi-Fi access will be restored to students after the day they complete the questionnaires. For all other students, Wi-Fi will be restored on April 25, 2012.

To complete the evaluations, please visit the following link: http://ev.auca.kg/. To log in, use your AUCA network account.

Instructions on how to use the evaluation system, including frequently asked questions about the process, are available on the following link: http://auca.kg/en/course_evaluations. Thank you and good luck with your studies.

Sincerely yours,
Lira Djuraeva
Associate Vice President for Student Affairs
Why Do Girls Participate in a Beauty Contest?

Beauty contest is a competition that involves judgment about physical beauty of its contestants, although such criteria as personality, talent, and answers to judges’ questions also play a big part. So why do girls choose to participate in the beauty pageant?

Roots are in childhood, as Sigmund Freud would have said. From the early years, mothers bring up their daughters in such a way that they are most beautiful girls in the world. Mothers, who want to fulfill their dream of having the most beautiful daughters, bring up their daughters in such a way that they are more vividly and societal and start to regard themselves higher.

But let’s look at the positives. The winter has ended and spring is on its way; girls want to see that they are beautiful and they want share this wholesome feminine beauty with others. Papers, magazines, TV shows, and music are all about girls and beauty. As an end-result of such events girls can start to perceive themselves as more vividly and societal and start to regard themselves higher.

However, the beauty contest is not the only place where beauty is judged and valued. Beauty can also be found in everyday life. Girls can be beautiful in the way they dress, in the way they talk, in the way they behave. Beauty is not just superficial; it is also something that can be found in the way a girl interacts with others.

Issues of social pressure and beauty standards can be found in everyday life. Girls are often judged by their appearance, and this can make it difficult for them to feel good about themselves. However, it is important to remember that beauty is not just about physical appearance; it is also about inner beauty, personality, and character.

To participate in a beauty contest, girls must be physically fit, confident, and able to handle the pressures of being in the spotlight. However, these pressures can be difficult to handle, and girls may find it easier to participate in beauty contests if they are supported by their families, friends, and communities.

In conclusion, beauty contest is a great opportunity for girls to express their inner beauty through competitions. However, it is important to remember that beauty is not just about physical appearance; it is also something that can be found in the way a girl interacts with others.
Самый запомнившийся момент!

Каныбек

Больше всего запомнилось весной – Нооруз, а вместе с ним и долгожданный праздник «Мисс АУЦА–2012».

Айткееву. Наши «цветы Нооруза» распустились, оставив за собой аромат приятных воспоминаний!

Янгибек

Однозначно странный товарищ Айман! Очень красивое танго!
April 11, 2012

Taking Part in World Business Dialogue

Infinite gratitude for support

January 13th, 2012 was one of the happi-
est moments of my life as I was selected to be one of the participants of the World Business Dialogue. The chances to be selected were very low as there were more than 6000 applications for the program. Especially when you know that your major is in politics and there are thousands of "business" students who were applying; it is quite intimidating to say the least.

Before I go on any further to tell you all about Unity Fund and AUA, I would like to express my huge appreciation of all the support from members of AUA (SLC) and our favorite president, Andrew B. Wachtel.

For me, it was an honor to be selected as one of the three alumni from across Eurasia. I was happy to represent Kyrgyzstan.

How did I go there? It is because of Unity Fund!!

Unity Fund plays the greatest role in my life. The idea of helping people and making chang-

es step by step, involving young people of one country, is very motivating in helping us to keep up the work that we do.

What do we do? We do things our members are interested in. One day we plan all plant tours, the other day, manage the concert preparation, then we can all sing on the stage or visit orphanage houses. We survey our members asking what they wish to do, instead of impos-
ing our personal ideas.

500 active members of Unity Funds is a big achievement in only 20 months of fund's exis-
tence! Yay! Some might know, Unity Fund was born after tragic events in the South and Kyrgyz Re-
public in 2010. One summer day, young and energetic people decided to organize something that can deliver first hand help to Osh region. Now, we are a family of young people – friends, who cannot stay away when we can contribute to the development of the community we are all part of.

What did I do in Washington?

As part of my trip, I was offered to visit my host family and Missouri. My first stop was Kansas City. Interesting, but this world is tru-
ly small. Last year, I took a philosophy course in Kansas City. Interesting, but this world is tru-
ly small. Last year, I took a philosophy course in Kansas City.

In infinite gratitude for support

January 13th, 2012 was one of the happi-
est moments of my life as I was selected to be one of the participants of the World Business Dialogue. The chances to be selected were very low as there were more than 6000 applications for the program. Especially when you know that your major is in politics and there are thousands of "business" students who were applying; it is quite intimidating to say the least.

Before I go on any further to tell you all about Unity Fund and AUA, I would like to express my huge appreciation of all the support from members of AUA (SLC) and our favorite president, Andrew B. Wachtel. My visit to Ger-

many, Cologne, would have been impossible if not for their financial and spiritual help. This is another reason why I am so proud to be an AUA student – because of the fact that all stu-
dents are given so many various possibilities to study and widen their outlooks.

In general, the World Business Dialogue is the largest student-run business convention in the world. There are 60 top-class scholars and academics from economic and political fields that enter a discussion about economically and socially relevant, future-oriented topics with national students to broaden their horizons, to show ex-

perts, notably from German companies. For 25 years, Cologne University is converted into a convention center for the economic elite for two days. It also has a supporting program, where-

by students can visit famous sights in Cologne such as Cologne Cathedral, Ford Company, Chocolate Museum, famous media companies and many other interesting places for free.

The most impressive moments for me were our meeting with Dr. Auma Obama and the visit to AUA, which was really surprising and exciting for me. To be frank, I am really proud that I am the first representative from Kyrgyz-
stan of our university to enter the world of business. Moreover, it is a big pleasure to present my favorite univer-
sity – AUA. I hope I left a good impression and got a chance to enter this world. I am sure that now more people would know exactly where those two countries are located.

Gulnigbor Behruz

Issue 10

Turchin started off with the new

Secretary General

of the United Nations

Aron Ralston. We met and

had a conversation about

our work.

The life is such an interesting thing, you can shift it if the way you want – this was something I realized not long ago.

I couldn’t imagine what to expect when I got an invitation to attend Civic Education Week in Washington DC as the representative of State Department Alumni program and as FLEX alumna, representative of Kyrgyz Republic and Unity Fund.

Every year, US State Department (Ministry of Foreign Affairs), runs a merit-based essay competition for high school students. The current FLEX students participate to Civic Education Week held in D.C. every spring. It allows students to learn firsthand about the political system of US government, its history and, most impor-
tantly, have a chance to participate in discus-
sions with people who create laws and propose soc-
ially relevant, future-oriented topics with national students to broaden their horizons, to show ex-

perts, notably from German companies. For 25 years, Cologne University is converted into a convention center for the economic elite for two days. It also has a supporting program, where-

by students can visit famous sights in Cologne such as Cologne Cathedral, Ford Company, Chocolate Museum, famous media companies and many other interesting places for free.

The most impressive moments for me were our meeting with Dr. Auma Obama and the visit to AUA, which was really surprising and exciting for me. To be frank, I am really proud that I am the first representative from Kyrgyz-
stan of our university to enter the world of business. Moreover, it is a big pleasure to present my favorite univer-
sity – AUA. I hope I left a good impression and got a chance to enter this world. I am sure that now more people would know exactly where those two countries are located.
Juniors’ Ball – What Is Going on behind the Scenes

The third year of studies at AUCA features the main highlight event of the student life – Juniors’ Ball. This year is not going to be the main highlight event in the whole student’s spring awakening, so do we conserve our heat and energy by wearing black, shades that we wear. As the nature preserves and stores energy for the future, we want to leave their frosty spell and let spring bring the light back to life. But how the few sunny days have transformed people from grumpy to happy? Spring has come and now we can breathe with a new enthusiasm!

A new season always brings changes, let’s look at the upsides and downsides of the spring as far as our daily life is concerned.

Positive trends:

Mood boost. You can sense presence of spring even within our university. People are brighter, Overall mood has improved with more positive sparks. “Now I wake up in a good mood because I know that the days are becoming longer and nature is returning to ‘life’, says one of the students. To improve the mood, you have to drink a lot of water to produce vitamin D – an essential mood hormone that makes us feel happier. Every day is a new day for a fresh beautiful beginning. Overall the grass is green on this side.

Colors’ show. Winter’s darker days are reflected in darker shades that we wear. As the nature preserves and stores energy for the spring and flowers, we conserve our heat and energy by wearing black, grey, and dark blue. AUCA students are happy to shed “hundreds of clothes’ layers”. Now this can see more vibracy and richness of colors around university. Most of students know that spring is a perfect time for shopping! Yay!

Negative trends:

Hunger for FYS. Focus, energy levels and stamina drops with the shift of the season. Students admit feeling down and sleepy at lectures and it find it difficult to drag themselves out of their beds. New Star English editor and yoga teacher, Olga Tarashashkina (www.kundalinalife.info), says that spring detox (getting rid of winter toxins, deposits of sugar, salt and fats) is essential in order to boost energy levels. Try this cleansing and energizing drink from Olga: 3 carrots, 1 beetroot, 1 lemon, 1 cucumber, 1 sweet pepper, 1 celery stick, ginger, garlic and parsley (to a taste) to be juiced together. Enjoy the new energy levels!

Why Do We Need FYS?

1. Why do we need FYS subjects?

Actually, it is very useful subject for all the freshmen. It helps to acclimatize in the new atmosphere and understand what academics actually are. It gives an opportunity to learn to think critically and to write the academic papers up to a certain standard.

2. Why do we have to read all the texts?

These texts were picked specially for the students who are on the first year of their studies. They have a philosophical meaning and help our students to acquire the new knowledge on some aspects of our life. These texts also allow students to develop their ideas, to formulate their opinion on some arguable moments of the texts.

3. How do essays help students?

Essays are the collection of the ideas the students might develop while reading all the texts. It allows student to show their creative potential, their way of reasoning and, finally, the knowledge of the texts. It is required to use quotes from the texts in the students’ essays in order to improve the argument. It is important and probably, the main part of the student’s grade on this course. The aim of an essay is to teach student to think critically and to write academic papers. It is impossible to learn how to write without a practice. That is why it is required for students to write different essays on various topics. It is very essential for their success.

4. What about presentations?

As it is English Language for Liberal Arts it is important for students to do oral presentations. These presentations should not be made on the PowerPoint Program or just read by the student from a paper without any intonation. The student should be a teller, so that his tale and his report would interest others. Some students miss the point that they do present notations for the teacher and not for a grade.

The main point of the presentations is to teach a student to be a performer for the listeners. Moreover, the presentations can help developing students’ academic speech. For example, if a student makes a presentation on the evolution theory by Charles Darwin he is going to learn a lot of biological terms that can turn out to be very useful for one in the future.

5. Does watching the symposiums and films really help students to acquire new knowledge?

Yes, absolutely, students get new knowledge in the sphere of learning material. The students, who are interested in it, manage to extract a lot of new and useful knowledge for their studies. Also the films help to visualize the theory the students study during the classes, and visualization is very important and really helpful. Symposiums give a unique opportunity to generate new ideas for their essays, learn more on a certain topic and get answers for all questions that they have.

So, it turns out that the FYS is by no means a waste of time. It has clear purposes and gives a certain academic advantage to those who pay attention and do their work diligently. Moreover, this seminar can make your academic life more exciting if you know how to extract the best out of the whole experience. Great inspiring professors are there to support you, too! Therefore, take best out of the freshon experience, do not feel overwhelmed by the 12 credits of FYS you will have to take. They can enhance your life even more.

P.S. According to the research New Star has done, students’ favorite professors are: Eleonor Prosyaeva, Fey Peoples and Stephanie Olsen. The most popular professor among the students is Lance Tillman.

Kondratava Daria

Spring Has Finally Come and yet Has Anything Changed?

Everyone was expecting spring, as we all got tired of winter. This year spring had to fight extra hard for several additional weeks, compared to last year. Winter colds and snow did not give up so easily in order to boost energy levels. Try this cleansing and energizing drink from Olga: 3 carrots, 1 beetroot, 1 lemon, 1 cucumber, 1 sweet pepper, 1 celery stick, ginger, garlic and parsley (to a taste) to be juiced together. Enjoy the new energy levels!

Laziness. It seems that our minds are everywhere but not in a classroom. However, it should not be taken for granted. Everyone has a new season, full of potency and transformation

Some students skip their lectures to sneak out and enjoy the sunshine. This is what one of the students says about his assignments, “Going through a biological clock change takes a lot of effort for me. I try to wake up early to do my homework and get up at 6 AM accordingly.” Don’t worry, guys, with a right regime, self-discipline and good food you can quickly adapt. Olga says that your diet has to include more green leafy vegetables (such as spinach, broccoli, spring onions and lettuce) and fresh fruits. A fresh juice diet is highly beneficial for this time of the year.

Tips for better life:

- Adjust your routine: find balance between sleep and active periods
- Try to do more exercises, walk more, breathe deeper and consciously
- Don’t feel disappointed with your body, mind or other changes
- Take care of your diet, it is especially important in spring, when body has to shed extra toxins, pounds and deposits it stored during cosy times of winter

Quotes about spring:

- “I love spring. It is a very good time as nature becomes green. However, it is a bad time for health because, as well as the disease exacerbation. For example, a lot of people suffer allergies and other illness during spring.”

Nagima Eshamatova

- “Spring is a wonderful time, it inspires me and it helps me with my studies. I feel more desire for learning. At the same time I make a lot of new plans for the future and get more.”

Alperin Kalmadinkova

- “I want to find inspiration in everything. I set my hopes high and want achieve my best. I do not really want to study, but I want to do what I want to do.”

Algerim Ishembayeva

Anastasia Inn
Laughter is a potent relaxant that has been known to inspire good health and fulfillment. My purpose of living a healthy and happy life through laughter is to share with you secrets I learned to transform stress, pain and fear into joy. By “happy”, I mean a life filled with positive emotions and a strong sense of inner peace even if you multi-task.

The Miracles of Laughter

Olga Tarabashkina

Olga is a Kundalini yoga teacher and lives in London. She is teaching in Bishkek till summer.

AUCA will host her BOOK PRESENTATION on 12th of April, 5 p.m., at CH.1.

Make sure to come along and find out all about her personal and professional life in her new book. For more information visit her webpage: www.kundaliniinfo.com

Dear Students,

We want to thank you for taking part in the recent PR contest. We received a number of great submissions, which made our choice very difficult. Nevertheless, here are the current 1 prize winners of the first stage contest:

Video Nomination: Onion Filmmakers – $100
Audio Nomination: Sataeva Begima – $100
Article Nomination: Karina Kuzainova – $100

The 1 prize winner of the “My AUCA story” second stage contest is Vasylia Lakhonin for the “An experience that motivated me to contribute...” article – $100.

Dear winners,
You are kindly invited to get your prizes at your university PR office. They will be available for you beginning (пятница)!!! Чтобы в субботу все выспались =)
ОБО МНЕ: Я люблю во время finals приходить в АУЦА рано утром в 7 часов и уезжать в час ночи, бить в колокол у входа. АУЦА перед уходом, сидеть в SRC, пить чай в Брау, сочинять стихи и музыку. Также люблю общаться с людьми, обмениваться идеями и делать людей счастливыми. Я не боюсь ошибаться. Да, бывает, что люди “крадут” друзей из-за денег. Но не стоит об этом обижаться. Не жалею, что однажды провалил по программе Work & Travel в мае 2009 г. – я нашел “Esen Ltd.” А другую огромную мечту узнаете после песни 50 Cent, Bruno Mars, лезгинку; еще люблю Мо- 

виста.

У меня получается ВСЕ. И ВСЕГДА получится, – это то, чем думаю, что что-то невозможно. Лучше всего играть на комоде современные за- рубежные мелодии. К примеру, спокойно исполняя песни 50 Cent, Bruno Mars, джазлигу; еще люблю Мо-

царта, “Малышку Би”, и т.д.

Я чувствую себя как рыба в воде на суше :) Я чувствую себя как рыба в воде на суше. Я чувствую себя как рыба в воде на суше.

О Кыргызстане: Совершенно невозможно для меня считать, что что-то невозможно. Предпочитаю общаться с сильными. С такими людьми сам становлюсь сильным. Мое поколение изменит мир к лучшему. Наша страна через 10–20 лет будет самой раз- витой страной в мире. Это будет финансовый центр региона, типо Гонконга и Сингапура. Гастрабайтеры из других стран будут приезжать по программе Work & Travel сводя, работать и любоваться красивой природой Кыргызстана. Мы будем великой державой и будем учить наших детей, что главный герой в “The Newest Great Game” на других континентах – это Кыргызстан. Наше государство станет “туристическим” ядром. Миллионы людей будут мечтать о посещении визы в нашу страну.

Да, я знаю, что будет трудно исполнить все выше перечисленное. Нужна команда. Кто со мной? Есть люди с прогрессивными идеями. Это Вы. Обязательно посетите Талас. Это красивейшее место! :) 

О АУЦА: Никогда не забуду последний день “Ориентаци- онной недели” – 2008г. Учеба в Штатах позволила мне понять, что АУЦА лучше! Здесь у нас больше возможностей. Во время учебы в АУЦА я побывал в США, Тур-

цию, Україну, Италии, Великобритании, Казахстане, во всех регионах Кыргызстана. Хочу еще посетить Японию, Сингапур, Великобританию (в следующем году), Россию (Санкт-Петербург), Грецию, Австралию, и т.д. И ОБЯЗАТЕЛЬНО Антарктиду.

Самый лучший опыт в АУЦА – это два года в студенческом сenate, два года игр КВН, два года орга- низации диско-текс, Diversity Week, один год в Bar, и микроэкономика + бухучет. :) 

АУЦА дал мне руки, ноги и мозги, хороших друзей, самых веселых моментов в жизни, влюбленных и паде- ний – и снова влюблён, и снова влюблён. Он научил меня, как общаться с людьми, находить общий язык с преподавателями, организовывать мероприятия и, конечно же, научил меня учится. АУЦА дал мне возможность поехать в Бар с коллегами, а я смотрю на других друзьями глазами. АУЦА дал мне почувствовать, что если стараться, можно достигнуть чегоугодно. Спасибо АУЦА за то, что дал мне скийдку на учебу и travel гранты на разные поездки.

Как бы я ни отрицал, я буду скучать по аук- сому рису с подоловым и зеленым чоо без сахара! Думаю, будет скучно, когда через пять лет при- дети в высшее здание АУЦА, а там никого нет. Все переселяются в новый кампус! Ты уже не сможешь пона- стаивать на том АУЦА, который есть сейчас. И Я хочу пообладать людьми, которые сильно- 
но вдохновляли меня в АУЦА: Бирнъи Муталим (Shiptsara Pidvyska) за крепкий фундамент, Бертрем Тураскулу за вдохновение Вашей сильной личностью, Жоомара Оромбекова за то, что после Вашего преподавания всегда хочется стать дипломатом, Эндрю Вахтела за то, что Вы всегда со студентами. Считаю, что президент универси- нитет должен быть именно таким. Огромная бла- 
гоприятность Людмиле Констанц за единственно- якую вдохновение Вашей сильной личностью, Жоомара Оромбекова за то, что после Вашего преподавания всегда хочется стать дипломатом, Эндрю Вахтела за то, что Вы всегда со студентами. Считаю, что президент универси- нитет должен быть именно таким. Огромная благо- 

gоворим. Нужна команда. Кто со мной? Есть люди с прогрессивными идеями. Это Вы. Обязательно посетите Талас. Это красивейшее место! :) 

ОБ АУЦА: Никогда не забуду последний день “Ориентаци- 

онной недели” – 2008г. Учеба в Штатах позволила мне понять, что АУЦА лучше! Здесь у нас больше возможностей. Во время учебы в АУЦА я побывал в США, Тур-